
10 TRAVEL WEBSITES WHERE YOU CAN
PAY USING CRYPTOCURRENCY

Almost every industry in the modern world has been revolutionized
by cryptocurrency. The travel industry is one of them. People have
benefited greatly from the merging of cryptocurrencies with the
travel industry. Cryptocurrency has the potential to address and
eliminate the issues and limitations that traditional currencies were
unable to resolve. Faster transactions, low and cheap transaction

charges, and better security are a few of them.

People all across the world have started embracing cryptocurrency, which is essentially digital
money, to carry out decentralized trading. This digital asset can be used to buy and sell assets and
has long-term worth like store credits. Digital money makes it simple for many to use other payment
methods in addition to accelerating transaction speed and lowering transaction rates. But you must
have cryptocurrency in your possession in order to use it as a form of payment. For that, you can
visit any cryptocurrency trading website from where you can buy Fantom or any other
cryptocurrency.

Like any other sector, the tourism industry has also benefited greatly from adopting
cryptocurrencies for transactions. Transactions are now safer, thanks to cryptocurrency, which
entirely automated the transaction procedure. Moreover, they are developing new loyalty schemes
with the goal of eliminating all transaction costs altogether, which we can expect to see in the
future.

But for now, it is possible to make payments using cryptocurrency on many travel websites. Since it
is still in a nascent stage, you might find it challenging to come across the best and safest travel
websites where you can make crypto payments. So let us get you started with the most well-known
and reliable travel sites that accept cryptocurrency payments.

Travala

Clients can book over 2 million hotels and travel modes using this website. Travala is designed as a
blockchain-based travel booking platform.

Alternative Airlines

This is a popular cryptocurrency-accepting website where you can avail of the best services. The
platform is quickly growing, and there are more and more users every day. Customers can utilize
this website to pay using more than 40 different international payment options.

Destinia

Destinia is another popular website that accepts Bitcoin payments. Travelers can book their flights,
other travel modes, hotels, etc. via this website using bitcoin.

CheapAir

On the cryptocurrency-backed website CheapAir, customers can find the greatest offers on airline
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tickets, lodging, and rental cars. The website is well-known for its low-interest pay-over-time plans
and price drop paybacks in addition to accepting the major cryptocurrencies.

Travel

As the name suggests, it is a platform that is exclusively supported by Bitcoin cryptocurrency. This
platform is one of the safest places to purchase flight tickets using cryptocurrency. Bitcoin Travel is
easier to use than other cryptocurrency-supported websites and functions much like a travel agency
where you may view various platforms. Before clicking to buy, users can compare prices, user
reviews, and other aspects in this way.

TravelbyBit

Every well-known cryptocurrency is accepted by TravelbyBit. Due to the website's simplicity and
usability, many visitors frequently return. The website has got a lot of positive feedback from its new
as well as existing clients.

Berkeley Travel

Here, the clients have got the freedom to use a wide range of cryptocurrencies to access the
discounts and offers live on the website. This is a high-end travel platform where you get updated on
every single piece of information, including your flight timings and hotel check-out details.

TravelSmart

This is an Indian website where you can buy travel tickets (bus tickets) using cryptocurrency. This
website relies on Unicoin services to accept digital assets. As a benefit of incorporating Unicoin with
the website, users can access and gain discounts and other offers using their mobile phones.

Xceltrip

This website is considered one of the most popular decentralized travel and tourism economies. By
using cryptocurrencies, you can get the most out of this website as a customer. When it comes to
travel costs and luxury, there is no better option than Xceltrip.

BTCTrip

This website has got many special flight offers and other seasonal offers that can be claimed using
cryptocurrencies. This website accepts almost every wallet. It is designated as a crypto community.
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